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About This Game

There's another side to each person, one that we cannot see without help. There are those who seek out said help, each earnestly
wishing to find their true selves. It is then that they seek out the one known as the "Magic Mirror," a revered sorceress of recent

legend.

Watch as the darkness lifts in the hearts of those who seek out the Magic Mirror. Follow Reina and experience nine short and
sweet tales of romance, friendship, and unrequited love.

FEATURES

Four GxB routes

Four GxG routes

One secret, unlock-able route

150,000+ words

19 endings
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Original theme song by harmonicblend

40+ unique CGs

Two interchangeable sprite sets

Partial voice acting with talents from “The Ancient Magus' Bride”, “Yandere Simulator”, and more

CHARACTERS
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Bean Battles: is it a good game? This seems like a complicated question. First we must consider the "reason" for me purchasing
this game.

According to Socrates, reason is essential for the good life.

One's true happiness is promoted by doing what is right.

When your true utility is served (by tending your soul), you are achieving happiness. Happiness is evident only in terms of a long-
term effect on the soul.

The Socratic ethics has a teleological character \u2014 consequently, a mechanistic explanation of human behavior is mistaken.
Human action aims toward the good in accordance with purpose in nature.

So here lies the question: Does downloading this game have value in terms of Socrates' reasoning?

Hell no.

Technically I couldn't even play it. Nothing would work.

So in order to perserve my happiness by doing what is right, I am saving anyone here that is reading this review from buying this
game. I have to find reason in this somewhere so that I can continue living a good life.

Also.

\u0f3c \u3064 \u25d5_\u25d5 \u0f3d\u3064 GIVE 50 CENTS BACK \u0f3c \u3064 \u25d5_\u25d5 \u0f3d\u3064. Hands
down one of the best games of all time. Any fans of old school or pen and paper RPG's will enjoy this immensely and I can't
recommend this game enough.

Uncompromisingly difficult with a deep skill and combat system this game has so much to offer. If you're playing this through
for the first time I would definitely suggest using a walkthrough as there are many things that can prevent you from completing
the story if missed or done incorrectly which can be frustrating as these queue's aren't obvious or even mentioned that they have
happened.

I still replay this game many years after first discovering it as the character creation and progression (which is undeniably
lengthy for a custom party) is so enjoyable.

Note - The save mechanic can be annoying but isn't a major thing if you can get a proper\/full copy of the manual (I'm lucky to
have the original paper manual).

. AMAZING GAME, played it first at PAX East in Boston. Best $10 I've ever spent. One of the best indie games I've ever
played. Smooth and captivating visuals, simple interface and simple controls, soundtrack is entrancing and beautiful, gameplay
is easy to understand and just plain fun. Easily better than over 70% of what's currently on steam. MUST BUY!. What a
wonderfull game. I found it easy to immerse myself into the exsperience. The artstyle and mechanics meshed perfectly in a way
that allowed such immersion to play out. The story is simple yet elegently displayed, with the right amout of foreshadowing,
seasoned with adiquite drama, and simple, yet effective, lead ons. It gives the brain jsut enough fuel to keep wondering without
oversaturating the curiosity. Any spontanius physics bugs can be atributed to unity, and at that I exsperienced signifigantly lesss
than most unity titles I encounter. Overall Well recomended, and signifigantly apprecheated.. Hi I have this add on Generally it
is reasonably good with pretty well all the major and minor airports in place
one thing missing from the ground graphics as an instance no buildings in Queenstown I consider a major flaw
However having had a private pilot's licence learnt to fly in a Auster aircraft and did many hours on this type of air craft mainly
as a ( Bush Pilot ) as we owned our own plane J5 Adventure most of my flying was done on paddocks and small air strips
I find the graphic's for the Auster Auto car disappointing and not as realistic as I would expect , the main improvement as I see
it would be to have a wider view of the cockpit to take in more area or as you would see it sitting in the real thing sitting further
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back from the controls and instrument panel this would bring in more realism to the graphics
Wonder if this can be done
. Light hearted fun game, partner and I both love it - need more like it!. still not great but makes much more sense and things
seem to work at least like they should. The translation is still very off, there's quite a few bugs, i can't really tell if they are game-
breaking because I think i managed to finish it.

Best I can come up with the game is a real time post apocalyptic train rougelite-like adventure. It's less like Transarctica and
more like FTL on a train. You choose a path across several stations to reach the end point of the map. The stations and map
seem randomly generated, which is nice. At stations depending on the type, you can get missions, buy items and weapons or
repair your train. There might be more to do but the translation is iffy. In betwen stations the train drives along the track, there
are a few stations to keep an eye on to keep the train in good health. You simply have to click on them to assign a worker. In
these driving segments you are hit with random dialog events. Some lead to combat or items, some I haven't been able to make
heads or tails of. The combat is a bit hectic as you either have to manually target your guns or assign someone to fire control.
Items also need a worker assigned to the station to be used. All this while still doing the things to drive the train normally. It's
not especially rewarding but not more frustrating than some of the fights in FTL.. It's a bit overpriced but has it's own voice.. It's
a decent addon for the price (currently \u00a33 on offer) and id definatly recomend it for this price. Comes with a supprising
amoutn of liverys. Only downsides are the lack of a passenger view and smoke effects.. pretty fun game if you are looking to
break a sweat.

pros: workout is fun, grapics are good, custimization is there, practice modes are fun, and blocking and hit markers arent bad
either

cons: absolutely needs multiplayer, weapons are pointless, sometimes the fighters gets way to up in your grill if you cant backup
due to room constraints, needs more fighters for replayability.

I'd go with a 8\/10
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Eng: RPG+bizarre+terror=10\/10
Ita: RPG+Bizzarro+terror=10\/10
Esp: RPG+bizarro+terror=10\/10

Buy this game.. Unfortunately I can't recommend this game at this price. If it was 5 euros it would be somewhat acceptable. The
flight controls are simple and the movement feels natural for the airship you are flying. Getting it off the ground is pretty easy
as long as you follow the checklist but once in the air you don't ever have to worry about anything again so it's not really a "flight
simulator" but it is still interesting.

The game however sorely lacks in information on how to do certain things. In two hours all I managed to do was fly around land
take off again attach modules and put cargo back and forth. The game offers no real instruction in what goes where specifically
or how to do certain things. There is also an astonishingly lack of information to get online considering the game is about a year
old by now. I refunded the game and will keep an eye on it and see if it turns into a better game in the future but for now all I
can say is wait patiently. If you are desperate for city builder games there are numerous great ones already on the market "like
cities skylines" as well as the free open transport tycoon deluxe.. For 3 dollars its totally worth your time. I really hope the devs
work out the bugs and add some more content cause it could totally be a hit among the community.. After huge initial troubles
(more on that in the next paragraph) the game started working and is actually quite enjoyable.

My initial troubles: It froze my system multiple times, even after reinstalling. And the controls wouldn't respond. Only after I
deleted the game entirely with the help of external tools, it started working. The framerate keeps to skyrocket for no apparent
reason and there is now way to fix it.

For the price I got it (1$) the game has much to offer. The advertised new shape mechanic is incorporated very often in the
game.. The level of excitement i have for Q2RTX is amazing xD.

So many memories of this game back in the 90s. was my absolute favorite game in its time. still love firing it up.

used to be in a game community with r1ch (developing r1q2) and Echon (developing EGL) for the quake2 mod called Gloom.

and thats the crux of quake 2. Mods. Gloom. Weapons factory. Superheroes. there are so many to name.
. This game has practically sucked out my ability to form cohesive sentences with the overwhelming might of its sheer stupidity,
so writing anything about it is hard, but I'll try to list some bullet points as to why, after several hours of playing and
DESPERATELY trying to make it worth the $0.99 investment, I must warn you that it's just not possible:
- So let's say there's an enemy with a special power that skips 2-3 of your turns. Fun, huh? No big deal though, there's a power
up that gets rid of debuffs. Cool. Except that you need to have a turn to use it, and all other status ailments I've encountered are
incredibly petty debuffs like slightly decreasing energy collected every turn, making this power, like many, many others, totally
worthless.
- The combat system itself is some of the most anger-inducing, pure luck based BS that's ever had the audacity to call itself a
"Puzzle". You can have an enemy at 10 health after a half hour of matching blocks around (if it doesn't take that long for ever
fight, it sure FEELS like it does, because the only blocks that cause damage are super rare and only about half of the other
blocks are kind of helpful at all for either side) and then when they take their turn, mines slide in in a deluge by pure bad luck
and one shot you from practically full health. Yeah, there was a lot you could do to prevent that.
- Speaking of combat, there is next to no penalty for losing, and just some piddly experience for winning, which feels downright
insulting with how long and frustrating battles are.
- And the fun doesn't end there. Exploring the universe is incredibly slow, due to the fact that the game pauses to save (really,
you have to make me wait in what's basically a pretty menu when most modern action games could save while I'm in the middle
of an intense throwdown) ALL THE TIME. And the galaxy is huge, much bigger than it needs to be for all the content there is
to "enjoy". Why are there missions where I'm flying through a smattering of planets, scanning them one at a time to find out
where my objective ISN'T, until I finally get a lucky guess or there's only one place left to look? WHY DO THEY DO THIS
MULTIPLE TIMES!? You will feel like the developers are intentionally trying to waste your time because apparently they think
a good game is one that takes the most time to complete.
- Despite being a casual game, a surprising amount goes unexplained. I blew up one ship that I salvaged Contraband from, a high-
value cargo. Unfortunately, every ship in the system now magically knew that I was a filthy drug-runner, and attacked me.
Would have been nice to know that would happen! What would have been even more useful knowledge would be knowing that
by fighting back, I would\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off a huge swath of the galaxy, so that even after unloading
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the contraband, I get attacked every freaking system I travel into, causing travel between missions to take HOURS, unless you
intentionally lose every single battle that comes your way.
- Speaking of missions, these make Skyrim's fetch quests and Draugr hunts look like the works of Shakespeare. Search random
planets for thing. Fight thing. Win. Or mine 20 Dragon Dildoes and 10 Mountain Dew Cases. Or, my personal favorite (and
there are a LOT of these); go to X, Y, and Z and come back. Yes, half of the side quests are fetch quests where you're not even
fetching something. Just go to place and come back. No fight, no minigame, not even any dialogue.
- The music is bad, and it doesn't even flow together well. I swear, the battle music loops once, and then goes back to the
AMAZINGLY dull space exploring music for the other 25 minutes of the fight. Absolutely inexcusable.
In short, this game is bad. I wouldn't pay 99 cents for this piece of digital trash. I wouldn't pay ten cents. I wouldn't let the
developers pay me to play it, I'm dead \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing serious. I wouldn't give this to a poor
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 child if playing it would make his mom finally love him, it wouldn't be
worth it for the poor kid. I wouldn't finish one more mission if every girl from Game of Thrones would be standing naked
behind me the moment I did. If this game were around in World War 2, Hitler wouldn't allow Jews to play it because it wouldn't
feel morally sound. If Puzzle Quest: Galactrix were a perfectly marbled T-Bone steak, dogs that eat their own feces wouldn't
even be able to handle its smell without vomiting. This game's release was one of the final signs of the coming of the End of
Times, milennia of madness and horror with no end in sight for the tortured remains of humankind. It's an insult to all things
fun, a long, brown, smelly skidmark on the underpants of humanity. It sucks, it blows, it's a piece of
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 garbage from a medical waste dumpster reserved for
pus-oozing rotten scrotums and boil-ridden \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s, and I for one do not much care
for it.. If you're the type that likes "rage platformers", this is a very well-crafted specimen. Every detail of every level oozes
polish and careful consideration on the author's part. And while the traps do surprise you sometimes, they ultimately are all
beatable if you're good enough.

That said, the unlockable characters feel extremely tacked on when compared to, say, Super Meat Boy. The ones that do more
than look different are all straight upgrades to the main character, but you have to advance through every level separately for
each one (no thanks) and they can't collect golden heads for you. Otherwise you can only use them in the game's extra modes;
those which I've unlocked so far are comparatively short.

Still, for the right person the core game is worth the admission price. And you probably already know if you're that person.. My
playtime does not lie for this one; I have yet to play it extensively. On the other hand, playing it for 15 mins gives you the gist: it
is a fast-paced 2D platformer quite similar to Super Meat Boy.

Beside the carefully executed jumps the emphasis is on switching between two worlds as there are platforms that can only
appear by the press of a button. There are also orbs that shoot you up in the air if you make a switch when your hero is just in
front of these items. When they appear in quick succession you know you're in a world of hurt as being patient is a must in this
genre.

If Super Meat Boy has already been completed by you or you simply miss a challenge Eron is just for you. Do remember,
however, that it will give you the hard times as you make progress.. "Full version" is misleading... with the purchase, you unlock
medium and hard mode vs IA, and ONLY ONE campaign instead of all the campaign I thought.
The game is good, the smarter IA is a good plus to learn, the 2nd campaign is quite hard, but I'm not sure the "Full version" has
the bang for the buck... If you want to go deeper and master game, go for it, if not, don't purchase the "full version" !. Car
Mechanic Simulator 2015 - Mercedes-Benz DLC

This is one of there best DLC's released so far, this is licensed DLC with excellent detail both cars are amazing and a must have
for any car enthusiast.

The amount of detail is great inside and out
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